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   1. Introductio"

   Let X=={X(t) ; O rfg t s; T} be an Rd-valued stochastically continuous process

with independent increments on a basic probability space (S2, .9i, P). We assume that

X has no Gaussian component and X(O) = O a. s. Then, for each t, the characteristic

function of X(t) is known to be of the form

       E[e`(z･X(`))] :=: exp[i (z, a(t)) + .Llg{ei(z'")- 1 - i (+Xi uU)12} dMt(u)],

where a(t) is an Rd-valued continuous function on T=[O, T] with a(O) =O, and

{Mt;tET} is a set of Borel measures on Red--RdX{O} satisfying the
conditions JQg(1 AIu12) dMt (u) < oo and Mb(Rod) == O. The measures {Mt} are called

the L6vy spectral measures of X. We note that Mt(B) is continuous and

nondecreasing in t provided that MT (B) <oo. We shall simply write X(t) -- (a(t),

Mt) to express the fact that the probability law of X is determined by the

characteristic function of each X(t) with the above form. There exists a process X

with X(t) es-J (a(t), Mt) for any pair (a(t), Mt) satisfying the ail conditions stated

above. Indeed, this fact will be seen by the Kolmogorov's extension theorem.

   To the Levy spectral measures {Mt} of X, there corresponds uniquely a Borel

measure M on S== TXreg, which is determined by the relation M((s, t] × B) =
Mt (B) - Mg (B) for any (s, t] C T and any Borel subset BC ,R8 with MT (B) < oo.

The measure M is called the time-jump measure of X. In the special case where me is

finite, the characteristic function of X(t) can be written in the form

            E[ei(z･x(t))] =exp[i(z, a-- (t)) + ./2g{et(z･") wa 1} dMt(u)].

Here a-- (t) is an Rd-valued continuous function on T given by

                     a(t) := a(t) - JZf 1 +?.l2 dMt(u)･

The function a-' (t) is called the drift component of X. If a" (t) =O on T, the process

X is reaiized as the step functions with only a finite number of jumps on T.

   Now the purpose of this note is to give a certain method to construct the process
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X with X(t) 'N･ (a(t), Mt) more directly from the given data a(t) and M. When M

is finite, this is accomplished by constructing an auxiliary weighted direct sum

probability space (9*, .S7", ,P*) based on the Poisson distribution with intensity M (S).

                                                                coIn the general case, we consider the product probability space (9, .ST, P) == IJI (S2",
                                                       co n=1,Y', P*(")), which is associated with certain decomposition M == : M{n) into finite
                                                       n=1Borel measures M(") on S. Then the desired process X will be defined on the space

(S2, .S7', P) by the series with independent summands, which are constructed from M{")

(n l}t 1) respectively. We also note that the obtained process X is a Levy process in the

sense of K. Ito [3].

   The method given here is similar to those of P. L. Brockett and H. G. Tucker [1]

and J. A. Veeh [4]. But our construction seems to be more elementary and direct. By

employing our method in this note, we shall discuss elsewhere the problem on the

equivalence and singularity of processes with independent increments ([2]).

   2. Processes with a finite n-mber of jumps : the case M(S) < oo.

2. 1. First we introduce the notion of the weighted direct sum of probability spaces,

which plays an important role in the following. Let (S2{e), .9i-(g), .P(e)), e2O, be a

sequence of probability spaces, and let (Pe) be a probability distribution on the space

of nonnegative integers. We assume that the sets `S2{e}, e 2}i O, are pairwise disjoint. Then

                                                        cowe consider the probability space (9', .9i', P') given by 9'= U.S2(e}, .9i'={A

= U Ae ; AeE ei`e' (e 2 O)} and
  e=o

                      oo eo             P' (A) == ZP{e} (A2)Pg for any A= UAeE.S7".
                     e=o                                                e=o
We call (S2', .ST', JP') the weighted direct sum of (9(e}, g(e), P(g)), g }i O, based on (pe).

2.2. Now let (S, ,ca(S), M) be a finite measure space satisfying the condition

M ({t} × Rod) ::O for each tE T, where tw (S) is the Borel a-algebra on S= T × Rod.

Then we consider the set {Mt ; t cll T} of spectral measures on Rod associated with M,

which are defined by Mt(B) == M([O, t] × B) for any Borel subset Bc reod. If the set

B is fixed, di (t) ;:: Mt(B) is a continuous nondecreasing function on T with ip (O) = O.

For any V l}i 1, we denote by (Se, ca(S"), Me) the e-fold product measure space of

(S, ca (S), M). Let us introduce the particular subset S2e C S" given by

                 9e =:={(ti, ui, -･･, lt, ue)ESe; ti< ts if i<i

By setting ,Pe == .e ! M(S)meMe on the Borel o-algebra cb (S2e), we have a probabiiity

space (S2e, ca(S2e), R). For the sake of convenience, we also consider the trivial

probability space (S2b, M (A), A) given by S2b == {O} and ca (Sth) = {ip, th}. We denote by

(9', .9i", P") the weighted direct sum of (32e, su (S2e), R), if }i O, based on the Poisson

distribution with intensity M(S). Precisely speaking, (9*, .9iU*, P") is a probability

                  co oespace given by .S2" == U S2e, .S7" == {A = U Ae ; Ae cil ca (.S2e) (e }) O)} and

                                e=:o                  e==o
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                   oo oo     ,P* (A) == eLM(S)Z (e !)-'M(S)e,Pe(Ae) for any A := U Ae CII .S7".
                   g=o                                                    e=to
We cail (S2', .ST*, P*) the triangular Probabitily space associated with (S, ,e (S), M).

2.3. As usual, let D(T) be the space of red-valued functions on T which are

right-continuous and have left-hand limits everywhere. Let us introduce the particular

subset F(T) CZ D(T) consisting of step functions f(t) with f(e) =O and with only

a finite number of jumps on r. Then we shall define a map ¢: S2'-> F(T) in the
following way. For any e21 and any to*=(ti, ui, ･･･, lt, ug) ES2e, we set

                            g
                [¢ (w*)] (t) == : uj O(4･lt) (t EIi T),
                            J'--1

where we set e(slt) ==O (t < s) and == 1 (s s; t). For w*E S2k), we set [¢(tu")](t) =

O (t E T). Clearly, the map di is bijective. Thus we obtain a probability space (F (T),

,El (T), [P*]mp), where Si (T) is the o-algebra on F(T) given by .SIJT (T) == {di (A) ; A

E.ST"} and [P"]¢ is the image measure of P" induced by di. We note that the
triangular probability space (9", .9i", ,P') faithfully describes the function probability

space (F(T), .EPU(T), [P"]pt).

2. 4. Now we introduce an red-valued process Z== {Z(t) ; O f{ tg T} defined on the

probability space (S2', .ST*, P"), which is given by

             Z(t, w")=[¢(w")](t) (t EIII T, w'ES2').

Then we have the following

   TffEOREM 1. Etzch sample fanction of the Process Z belongs to the space F(T).

7-]Vzeprobabilily law of Z is given ttv the reintionZ(t)-(a(t), Mt), where a(t) is a

continuous .fatnction on r defined by

                a(t) = IRs 1 +ee.l2 dMt(u) (t ciii T).

   Proof. For any V -> 1, we denote by Se* the subset of Sg given by

                se. -- {(t,, u,, ･･･, lt, u,)Esej t,4 4･ if it7'}.

By the assumption on M, we see that Me(SeXSe*) = O. Then we have a measure space

(Se., va(Se*), M"*), where we set Me* =Me on the Borel a-algebra ca(S"*). Next we

consider a surjective measurable map ipe : S"* --> S2e given by

               ¢e(tl, Ul, ''', lt, Ue) =(taa), Utfa), ''', ta(e), Ucr(e)),

where o is a permutation on {1, ･-･, Z} such that tcra)<･･･< tcr(e). Then we see that

[Me*]ipe = e ! Me = M (S)".Pe on the measurable space (S2e, ge (S2e)), where [Me*]ipe is the

image measure of Me* induced by ipe. We now compute

          E"[e '(z+Z(`))] =1 .exp[i (z, [di (a)*)] (t))] dP*(to")
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        = ,:e=e,kexp[i(2, [di (w*)] (t))] e-M(s) (e !)-iM(s)edpe(w*)

        == e-"(S) ,:co.., (e !)-i ,(L exp[i (2, [¢ (w')] (t))] d[Me*]ee (tu")

        = e-M(S) ,:e..O,(e !)"i ./:･･.Llsexp[i(z, t9., u,･0(4･1 t))] dMe* (ti, eei, ''', lt, ue)

        == e-M(S) ,:co=,(e !)-i ./:--Jg,t/.1,exp[i(x, u,･ 0(ti t))] dMe(ti, ui, ･--, lt, ut)

        = e-M(S) ,:e=O, (e !)-i[ff. exp[i (z, uO (s1 t))] dM (s, u)]g

        == exp[-M(S) + ff.exp[i (x, uO (slt))] dM (s, u)]

        = exp[ffo, t].kge'(t' ") dM (s, u) lh ffo, ,].Rs dM (S, U)]

         = exp[Xls{e'(z･ ") - 1} dMt (u)].

Thus we obtain the relation Z(t) A- (a(t), Mt). Q. E. D.

   By using the expression

                E*[e'(x･ Z(`))] = exp[.IAs{ei(2･ ") - 1} dMt (u)],

we can further prove the following facts. When the support of Mt is bounded, we have

                       E* [z (t)] -= .Lls udMt (u),

                E* [lZ (t) - E" [Z (t)] i2] == .,4s1 uI2 dMt (u).

2. 5. Here we shall give another'method of constructing processes with independent

increments by using the technique of J. A. Veeh [4]. Let us consider the probability

spaces (se, ma(se), Q{e)), e2o, where Q(e) is defined by Q(e)=M(s)meMe for v)) 1

and (SO, tw (SO), Q(O)) stands for the trivial probability space. We denote by (.2', .ST',

Q') the weighted direct sum of (S", ca(S'), Q(e}), e20, based on the Poisson

distribution with intensity M(S). We call (S2', .!7', Q') the rectangular Probabildy

space associated with (S, El?(S), M). Then we shall define a map Cer :9'-F(T) in

the following way. For any e2! and ca'=(ti, ui, ---, lt, ue) GE Se, we set

                             e                [IP" (of)] (t) -: uj e(tslt) (t Ei T).
                            j=1
For w' (Ei SO, we set [ IP' (to')] (t) == O (t El T). In this case the map IP' is surjective but

not iniective. Now we introduce an Rd-valued process Z={Z (t) ; O fg t sg T} defined

on the probability space (S2', .ST', Q'), which is given by

              Z(t, tu+) ==[lf(to+)](t) (tE T, to+EI S2+).

Then we can show that Theorem 1 is also true for this process Z.
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   3. Processes with iRfinitely many jumps : the case M(S) = oo.

3. 1. Let M be a Borel measure on S == T × Rod satisfying the conditions ff. (1 A 1 u12)

dM (t, u) < eo and M({t} × reod) =O for each tE T. Let us introduce a decomposition
S= ,Yco..,Sn, which is given by Sn == T× Bn and Bn == (-ll S:1u1< n!1] (1!O=== OO)･

Then we obtain a sequence (S, ue(S), M("}) (n21) of finite measure spaces, which

are defined by M(n)(U) == M(UA S.) for any UEva(S). We denote by {Mt} and

{ME")} the spectral measures associated with M and M(n) respectively.

3. 2. For each n )}t 1, we denote by (S2*, g*, ,P"(")) the triangular probability space

associated with (S, ca (S), M(n)). Then we introduce the product probability space

           oo([O, .ge'V, P-- ) := fi (9", .9I*, P*(")) and the n-th projection 7rh : 9 == (9*)co- 9*, which is

           n==1
given by nbe(di) == w: for each di == (di, toi ･･･) E S?.

By using the map di : 9*-> F(T) stated in Section 2, we set

             Zn(t, di) ==[di (7rh(di))](t) (tE T, di Eii S2).

Then we have Rd-valued processes Zh == {Zn(t) ; O sg t s{: T} (n ;}i 1) defined on (9, Si',

P). We note that these processes are independent and the probability law of each Zh
can be described by Theorem 1. In other words, putting an(t) == IRs 1 +#u12 dMS")(u),

we have the relation Zn(t) op (a.(t), M5")).

3. 3. Let a (t) be an arbitrary Rd-valued continuous function on tZ' with a (O) = O. We

now introduce Rd-valued processes Wh = { W;i (t) ; O sg t sg T} (n 2}i l) defined on

(S'2- , f, PN), which are given by

                        n '-        Jl7;i(t, di)-a(t)+:{Zk(t, di)-ak(t)} (tEI T, diES2).
                       k=1

Then we have the following

   THEOREM 2. 71Ezere exis ts an Rd-va lued Process W == { I71i (t) ; O s! t f{g T}

dofned on (S2, .SP-, P), for which the following conditions hold :

(i) Almost all sample .fatnctions of W belong to the space D(T) ;

(ii) ,l7br a. a. diE`2, samole fatnctions l?Xt(t, di) converges unijbrmly on T to

    W(t, di) as n-> oo ;

(iii) 71VzeProbability law of W is given by the relation W(t)A-(a(t), Mt).

   Proof. Let us write l>l7)i(t, di) (n ew> 2) in the form

           I>l7;i(t, di) = a(t) +{Zl(t, di) - ai(t)}+ K(t, di) + bn(t),

where we set

                            tl .-                   M,(t, di) =- : {Z,(t, di) -E[Z,(t)]},
                            ht=12 N
                     bn(t) == : {E [Zk(t)] m ak(t)}.
                            k=2
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By means of the independence of {ZA}, we have, for any m > n l}i 2,

           EN [l X,(T) - X,(T) l2] =,tl'.,E[1 Zh(T) - ,E[z,(T)]12]

                   == ktl,., n,a 1 u12 dMsk)(.)

                   == Jg(., .,,lu12 dMT(u), B(n, m) ={-ili- fE{ 1 rd < h}.

By using the Kolmogorov's inequality, we can show the following :

            P-' {sup tETl ILr7in(t) m Y)2(t) l > e} K e-2L(., .)l ul2 dMT(u)

for any E > O and any m > n 2 2. Therefore it follows from the assumption on M that

                   lim ,P{sup ,.T1 Yl,,(t) - Y;,(t) 1 > E} == O.
                  M,ll-oo

Now by employing the Levy's equivalence theorem for sums of independent random

variables, we can show the existence of an red-valued process Y == { Y (t) ; O K t E{ T}

with the following properties : Almost all sample functions of Y belong to the space

D(T) and, for a. a. diE9, sample functions }'h(t, di) converges uniformly on T to

Y(t, di) as n- oo. On the other hand, it follows from the assumptions on M that

functions an(t) and bn(t) are continuous on T. Further bn(t) converges uniformly on
T to a continuous function b(t) :== y(].1.I.i} 1 tKl:12 udMt(u) as n- oo. Thus setting

            W(t, di) ==: a(t) + {Zi (t, di) - ai (t)} + Y(t, di) + b(t),

we obtain the process va' ={PV(t) ; OKtS T}, for which the conditions (i) and (ii)

hold. We now proceed to the condition (iii). First we note that

      E [ei(i･ Zk (`))] == exp[i (x, ak (t)) + Jls{ei(zi")- 1 - l (÷Xi uU)12} dMfh)(u)]･

It follows that

      E [ei(x･ LK (t))] =: exp [i (x, a (t)) + te., .,4s {ei(z･u)- 1 - l (+Zi uU)l2 } dMEk'(u)]

                 = exp [i (x, a(t)) + 1.1.,i.} {ei(z･")- 1 - i (+Xi uUi2 } dMt (u)].

Therefore we see by the condition (ii) that

      E [ei(Z, W(t))] == iim E [ei(z, PMT(t))]

                  n-oe
                 = exp[i (x, a (t)) + JZs {ei(Z]") - 1 - i (+Xi uU)l2 } dMt (u)]･

Thus we obtain the relation W(t) n- (a(t), Mt). Q. E. D.

3. 4. By modifying the process yw stated in Theorem 2, we immediately obtain a Levy

process in the sense of K. Ito [3]. For each U (!l su(S), we denote by 1,v(U, di) the

number of points tE T, for which (t, W(t, di)- l7V(t-O, di))EU holds. Then

{bv ( U) ; U E re (S)} is a Poisson random measure on S with intensity measure M. In
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the case M (S) =: oo, almost all sample functions of va" have infinitely many jumps on

T. Additionally we note that the discussion in Section 3 also covers the case M (S)

< oo.
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